
 

NERD SCHEDULER
Ad- Hoc Room Scheduling App for the Nerdery



Overview: Nerds Need Space, Too!
The Nerdery is a digital strategy consultancy of human
centered designers and software engineers based out of 
Bloomington, Minnesota. They serve hundreds of clients every year 
and have over 400 employees. Office spaces are located in four 
states throughout the country. 

Communication and meeting spaces must be scheduled correctly, 
and it is incredibly important to make that process straightforward 
and efficient.



Problem Space: G Suite works... until 
something goes wrong

The current scheduling system for meeting spaces is rooted in G Suite. 
For longer term planning and schedule maintenance, the system is 
sufficient—however, issues arise when last minute flexibility is 
required (e.g., if a room is double booked or equipment is 
broken/missing). To reschedule a meeting, the current system 
requires users to be logged in at a computer and have a level of 
“tribal knowledge” of room location, capacity, equipment, and 
general presentability. The scheduling is currently cumbersome and 
inefficient, allows for double booking, and is lacking information 
critical to scheduling.



Users and Goals: Nerds and Nerd Support 
Want Simpler Ad-Hoc Scheduling
The main user of this product will be Nerds (Nerdery Development 
Managers, Software Developers, and other employees) and Nerd Sup-
port (Nerdery Administrators). 

Due to the nature of their work, development managers in particular 
schedule many meetings and spend a lot of time away from their 
desks—making the G Suite setup problematic. Nerds need to be a 
able to make last minute meeting location changes and schedule a 
room that meets their needs if the chosen room is unavailable for 
some reason. They need the information about a room’s location, ca-
pacity, equipment, and general presentability to be easily accessible. 
Nerd Support needs to be able to manage the building’s room infor-
mation and maintain master schedules.



MVP: A ridiculously simple mobile tool to 
solve last-minute scheduling issues

During research users indicated that they wanted a product that was 
easy, automatic, and branded with Nerdy appeal. The project team 
was allotted 400 student developer hours to create and launch a viable 
product. Given the constraints of engineer scoping hours, the minimum 
viable product for this project is a mobile scheduler that provides users 
with easy access to information on room capacity, tech setup, and loca-
tion. 

Administrative maintenance is key to maintaining the evolving, qualita-
tive information on meeting spaces, and to keep the general schedule 
clean and functional. 
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was allotted 400 student developer hours to create and launch a viable 
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tive information on meeting spaces, and to keep the general schedule 
clean and functional. 

MVP Estimated Student Developer 
Hours: 386.



Stretch Goal: A mobile tool seamlessly 
integrated with G Suite 

For this product to have long-term viability, the system must be seam-
lessly integrated with G Suite, particularly Google Calendars, and in-
clude features that facilitate easy long-term planning, prevent double 
booking, and assist meeting planners and attendees in locating spaces. 

Super-Stretch Goal: A mobile tool seamlessly 
integrated with G Suite and a phaser 
(Estimated developer time 1000+ hours)



G Suite Log in: 60 Hours
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Product is Nerdery-Branded. 

Since the current system is based in 
G Suite, this product must allow 
Google sign in authentication. 



Administrator 
Create, Read, Update, 
Delete (CRUD) Functions:
120-160 Hours
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From this view, administrators 
will be able to edit room details, 
maintaining a repository of 
“Tribal Knowledge.”

They will also be able to main-
tain the master calendar, retain-
ing the current ability to move 
and re-prioritize meetings. 



General User Landing Page
(Input Search): 
24 Hours

“Less clicks = more productivity ...after I 
sign in I would expect just put in some 
base stats (room size, geography) and then 
find a room.” - A user
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Users can input the number of 
attendees...

their building choice...

desired meeting length...

and required specifications. NOTE: 
start time is not yet available as the 
MVP is an emergency scheduler. 
Future iterations will allow 
long-term scheduling. 



“Always showing the best 
available room options is 
critical for this app. There 
will be many cases where 
the ideal room is not avail-
able but you need to find 
one anyway.” -A user

Select From 
Search Results:
40-60 Hours

1 Search results list rooms by next 
available time, room information 
and equipment, and what does/-
does not meet desired specifica-
tions--the user may make an in-
formed decision about trade-offs 
they are willing to make. 
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Reserve Room 
(60-80 Hours) and 
Meeting Alert 
Notification (+30 hours)
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1 User can schedule the room 
immediately or go back to search 
results. 

Other attendees 
that have set up 
mobile alerts will 
receive a notifica-
tion. All users will 
receive email noti-
fications. 
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Non-interactive Map:
12 Hours
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Many of the rooms have fun, nerdy 
names--but names are not descriptive about 
location. A high-res view-only map of the 
building (zoomable if possible) would be 
included for reference. 



Thank you!
Kiell Kosberg
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